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7 DAYS/24 HOURS 
AUTO, BUS AND DELIVERY SERVICES 

ALL OVER ITALY 
 
 

ABOUT US 
 

COSEPURI is a highly qualified company, born in Bologna in 
1972, providing chauffeur services in Italy and abroad by sedan 
(up to 4 passengers), minivan (up to 8 passengers) or bus 
(19/28/35/53passengers) and delivery services. 
 
Thanks to our 4 operative divisions - Auto, Coach, Delivery 
service and Public bus lines, we satisfy our clients' needs in a 
personalized manner.  
 
We offer high quality service 7 day/24 hours through our Call 
Center, with special attention to comfort, image and discretion 
in every aspect of your trip, whether it be within the city, 

outside of city limits, for institutions or private clients, with 
the same guarantee of safety and reliability.  
 
COSEPURI is a qualified partner of companies, individuals, 
institutions and airlines, supplying crew transportation and 
passengers rerouting from/to the main national airports.  
 
Our company provides customized quotations for 
conventions, meetings and events. Upon request, it 
supplies its employees’ on-site specialized assistance for the 
organization of passengers’ transfers. 
 
COSEPURI specializes also in counter services on behalf of 
clients and in fiduciary transportation of urgent and 
confidential documents for which it is crucial to guarantee 
the delivery on time and in the manner prescribed.  
 
In more than 50 years, we have driven a long way. This is 
the reason why we have earned the UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 
Quality and the UNI EN ISO 14001:2015 Environment 
Certifications. This is the reason why COSEPURI is the 
benchmark of quality in the transportation sector. 
 
Thanks to its branches in the main italian cities, COSEPURI 
offers a wide spread network that joins carefully selected 
limo and coach operators in all Italian regions, in order to 
supply high quality ground transportation services on a 
national scale. 
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AUTO DIVISION 
 

 

 
COSEPURI’s AUTO DIVISION puts at your disposal a high qualified 
chauffeur service by means of recently registered sedan cars or 
minivans suitable for the transport of up to 8 passengers: 
Mercedes, Bmw, Jaguar, Maserati, Volvo, Lancia Thesis, Audi up 
to 4 passengers and minivans fit for 5/8 passengers, fully- 
equipped, smartly finished-up, and with maximum insurance 
coverage. 
 
Our speaking English drivers will welcome you on board and will 
accompany you to your business meetings on time or on your 
tours to discover the Italian artistic treasures. 
 

LUXURY SERVICES 
 

 

For your meeting, corporate cocktails or ceremonies, choose our 
luxury sedans for up to 4 passengers.  
Opting for a top-range Mercedes S-class for your important 
appointments, with its elegant and leather interior, you will 
enjoy extreme comfort and prestige.  
For your special guests and major events, COSEPURI’s 
impeccable car hire service with driver guarantees elegance, 
discretion and professionalism.  
When you are driven by style, it always shows. 
 
 

 

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY CARS 
 

 

Increasingly, clients who choose our chauffeured car rentals are 
concerned about environmental protection.  
 
That's why COSEPURI has integrated its fleet with some vehicles 
that run on low environmental impact fuels (methane gas or 
liquid petroleum gas) and some hybrid vehicles that combine a 
low impact gasoline engine with a zero-emissions electric motor.  
 
For a very quiet ride, reserve a Toyota Prius 
Plus! 
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BUS DIVISION 
 

COSEPURI’s Bus with driver services can be hired by companies and 
corporations, event and convention organizers, travel agents, tour 
operator, schools, institutions, associations and private groups, for safe 
and comfortable excursions to any destination within Italy or abroad. 
 
Buses with speaking English drivers for small, medium or large groups 
are available for transfers or half-day, full day or multi-day excursions in 
Italy and abroad, respecting driving time ad rest periods. 
Furthermore, shuttle services or customized ground transportations are 
available upon request. 
 
 

BUS FLEET 
 

Our fleet comprises everything from late-model minibuses to roomy, luxury coaches with capacities ranging 
from 19 to 53 passengers, equipped with every amenity and covered by the best possible insurance, and 
features: 
Tvs, cd/dvd/dvx/usb players, toll road transponder, satellite navigator, telephones, air conditioning, espresso 
machines, mini-refrigerator, reclining seats and certified tachographs. 
 
 

53 SEATS 35 SEATS 27 SEATS 19 SEATS 
    
    

    

    
 

 
 
 
 
COSEPURI has equipped some buses with an External 
Automatic Defibrillator and trained drivers to use this 
life-saving device. 
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VEHICLE GPRS TRACKING SYSTEM 
 
COSEPURI is equipped with the latest technologies.  
 
Our GPS system for the automatic distribution of transportation 
services allows us to identify the closest vehicle to the pick-up point 
of passengers or goods.  
 
Each vehicle is equipped with a tablet for the automatic assignment 
of transportation services in real time. 
 
 

 

ONLINE BOOKING AND PURCHASING 
 

 
COSEPURI offers the online purchasing of its chauffeur services 
through the website www.cosepuri.it.  
 
The purpose is to offer one more instrument for: 

 Transfers’ estimates 
 Immediate services’ purchases or reservations at the 

desired time 
 Required services report in a private area 

 
Clients can choose: 
- the car model (Mercedes, Jaguar, Maserati, BMW, Audi, etc.); 

- indicate the option for English speaking drivers, child seat or small animals transportation cuts, as well as 
extra benefits such as paper towels, mineral water, daily newspaper, wi-fi on board, etc.).  
The system recognizes reservations from customer's with agreement terms and issues a summary monthly 
invoice for all services performed. 
 

APP MOBILE “COSEPURI” 
 

COSEPURI offers an additional tool to quickly book its chauffeur 
services: the new App Cosepuri available on APP STORE and 
GOOGLE PLAY! 
 
With only 3 clicks, in five minutes you will have one of our cars 
with driver wherever you want! 
You can also book a transfer service on the day and at the time 
you wish and calculate the amount. 
 
Customize your ride and choose the car you desire! 
After you reservations, you will receive an e-mail with a summary 
of your service and the car’s and driver’s details. 

http://www.cosepuri.it/
https://apps.apple.com/it/app/cosepuri/id1576836626
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cosepuri.cosepuri&pli=1
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TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BY CAR OR BUS 
 

 

- TRANSFER FROM/TO AIRPORT - TRAIN STATION - TRADE FAIR DISTRICT - HOTEL  
- TRANSFER FROM/TO ANY DESTINATION  
- SERVICES AT CLIENTS' DISPOSAL, SHOPPING TOURS 
- CREW AND AIRLINES PASSENGERS TRANSFERS 
- TRANSFER FROM/TO THEATRE/NIGHT CLUB 
- CUSTOMIZED SERVICES 
- SERVICES FOR CEREMONIES 
- TRANSFERS FROM/TO STADIUM/THEATER  
- DISABLED OR OLD PEOPLE WITH FOLDABLE WHEELCHAIR TRANSPORTATION  
 

 

BUS LINE DIVISION 
 

 

COSEPURI’s BUS LINES DIVISION directs local urban and suburban public 
transportation services in the greater Bologna and Ferrara areas through 
sub-concession by T-PER, covering more than 4,4 million kilometers 
annually.  
 
Our competence and experience have allowed us to maintain services which 
are less in demand, saving on operating costs and increasing the number of 
passengers, with definite benefits for clients. 
 
 

DELIVERY SERVICE 
 

COSEPURI’s MERCHANDISE DELIVERY DIVISION offers new vehicles up to 
16 quintal capacity operated by expert drivers. 
 
This Division guarantees personalized, secure transport of merchandise, 
parcels, food and documents through an immediate pick-up and drop-off 
service in Italy and abroad without intermediaries, with maximum 
insurance coverage. 
 
Transport services provided: 

 
 IMMEDIATE PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE 
 CONFIDENTIAL AND URGENT TRANSPORTATION 
 TRANSPORT OF FOOD PRODUCTS 
 MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION 
 GOODS TRANSPORTS DURING EVENTS AND MEETINGS 
 AIRLINE PASSENGERS LUGGAGE 
 STORAGE SERVICE 
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CERTIFICATIONS 
 

 
 
COSEPURI has developed an integrated QUALITY and ENVIRONMENT 
management system according to UNI EN ISO 9001: 2015 and UNI EN ISO 
14001: 2015 norms.  
 
In this way, COSEPURI intends to guarantee its customers better quality 
services in compliance with the enviroment requirements. 
 
 
In the year 2016, Cribis D & B awarded COSEPURI with the certificate "CRIBIS 

Prime Company", which recognizes to Italian companies the 
"RATING 1", ie the highest degree of evaluation of an 
organization. This prestigious recognition, also confirmed in the 
year 2022 and issued exclusively to companies that maintain a 
stable high economic-commercial reliability, is nowadays only 
obtained by 3% of the over 6 million Italian companies.  
 
This recognition, assigned only to companies that meet both 
Italian and foreign parameters of "economic-commercial 
goodness" is a further confirmation of the company's solidity 

level. 
 
 

STAFF AND DRIVERS 
 

 
 
The employees of our Operations Centre, qualified and reliable, are 
available to collect and distribute reservations 7 days a week, 24 hours 
a day. 
 
The staff of our Sales Offices draws up customized estimates upon 
request, providing assistance and support for passenger handling. 
 

 
 
 
Our drivers, with proven experience, discretion and professionalism 
and adequately familiarized with the English language, will welcome 
you on board our vehicles and will accompany you to your business 
meetings, to the airport, station, or on your tours. 
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CONTACTS 
 
 
 

AUTO DIVISION 

 
 

Bologna 

+39 051 519090 

cosepuriauto@cosepuri.it 

Milan 

+39 02 839 68 637 

cosepuri.milano@cosepuri.it 

Rome 

+39 06 902 33 922 

booking@cosepuri.it 

Italy and Europe 

+39 051 519090 

booking@cosepuri.it 

    

BUS DIVISION  DELIVERY SERVICE DIVISION  BUS LINE DIVISION 

+39 051 517070 

cosepuribus@cosepuri.it 

+39 051 518080 

cosepurimerci@cosepuri.it 

+39 0516029943 

lineetpl@cosepuri.it 
 

We are sure we can meet your need with efficiency and professionalism. 
 
We invite you to view our institutional video by clicking on this image as well as to 
find out more on our website www.cosepuri.it 
 
Looking forward to working with you soon, thank you for your time and attention. 
 
Best Regards. 
 
           Cosepuri Soc. Coop. p. A. 
            The Chairman 

 Gino Onofri 
 
 
Cosepuri Soc. Coop.p.A. 
Via Augusto Pollastri, 8 – 40138 Bologna Italia 
Tel. +39 051 6029999 
Fax +39 051 519031 
www.cosepuri.it 

http://www.cosepuri.it/

